The House of Commons
the Cabinet in the House unless, as in 1886, the policy
of the Cabinet produces a split in the ranks of its own
supporters. And such a split will, as a rule, be the reflection
of a split within the Cabinet itself. This may, as over
Home Rule, or the financial crisis of 1931, be a difference
over matters which are regarded as fundamental; or it
may be, as with the Rosebery Cabinet of 1894-5, that
temperamental incompatibilities within itself have failed
to produce the team-spirit which is essential to its effective
functioning. The normal position is that, granted a
majority, a Cabinet will live out its life until it deems
that the moment has come when it may hope successfully
to face the constituencies. No small part of its power
depends upon its ability to judge the successful moment
of such choice.
Mr. Baldwin, with an ample majority, risked such a
choice in 1923; the result was his defeat. But he chose
such a moment again in 1935 when the Opposition was
clearly uncertain about the differences between its own
policy and that of the Government; the electorate then
gave him an overwhelming renewal of confidence. It is
in the exercise of the decision to dissolve that the impor-
tance of the function of the Opposition becomes manifest.
Its life is, above everything, an attempt to break the
confidence of the electorate in the Government. It there-
fore seeks to capitalize every mistake the Government
makes, to minimize the effect of every success the Govern-
ment can claim, It is, in short, trying to use the parlia-
mentary process to persuade the electorate how much
more fitted it is to govern than its rival. It is notable that,
to achieve this result, it requires almost exactly the
qualities a Government itself requires. Private members
of the Opposition must give full support to their leadersj
divisions on policy within the Opposition, if they are on

